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Inatructiona for Authors 
The ideal submission to Applied Mathematics Letters is a T&C computer file, using the &S-TEX macro 
package, together with the amltr. sty ‘style file”. 
Complete instructions concerning the use of TFX in general, and of &S’&X in particular, are to be found in 
The Joy of !I’)& published by the American Mathematical Society. The symbols available are those shown 
in Appendices E and F. 
For a more leisurely introduction, first read the PCZ&Y Manual, published by Personal ‘I$$, Inc; the first 
four chapters cover most of what is required (the ‘vanilla’ style that comes with PC ‘QX is a subset of 
AhST#, so everything in the Manual applies to &S-QX also). Then further details can be found in The 
Joy of QX, especially Chapter 7, which explains how to get the special formatting needed for a journal. 
The following changes or additions should be made: 
Applied Mathematics Letters uses italic type (\it), but not slanted type (\el); if you type \el, you will 
simply get italics. 
Files for Applied Mathematics Letters should begin with 
\input ametex 
\documentetyle~amltr~ 
(the first line should be deleted if one is using an AhS’&X “format” file that causes ‘II@ to load in the 
&s-m macros quickly--see Chapter 6 of the PCTFX Manual). 
The \title.. . \endtitle construction will automatically capitalize all letters, so the title can be typed the 
usual way: 
\title Parallel algorithms for eolving\\ 
linear equations using Givens\\ transformations\endtitle 
(the \\ indicate required line breaks, as usual in AMSTEX). Similarly, the \author. . . \endauthor construc- 
tion prints the author name(s) in ‘caps and small caps”-4 connecting words, like “and” are required in 
ordinary type, they should be specified with \rm: for example, 
\author M. Head-Gordon {\rm and) P. Piela \endauthor 
If footnote markers are required on the author line (to be referred to in the affiliation line), they should be 
put in directly, not using the \footnote control sequence: 
\author M. Head-Gordon$-i$ {\rm and) P. Piela$^2$\endauthor 
\affil Departments of $“l$Chemistry and $^P$Chemical Engineering, 
Carnegie-Mellon University\\ Pittsburgh, PA 16213, U.S.A.\endaffil 
Ignore the \address control sequence, since it is not used in Applied Mathematics Letters. 
II Instructions for Authors 
In addition to \title . . . \endtitle and \author . . . \endauthor, the control sequencer \shorttitleC. . .I 
and \ahortauthor< . . . ) should be specified-these give the running ‘heade used at the tops of odd and even 
numbered pages, respectively. For example, 
\shorttitle{Uee of Civene transformations) 
\ahortauthoriN. Head-Gordon <\rm and) P. Piela) 
Although the date and the ‘Communicated byn line will presumably be added by the editors, you can give 
some date, using \date, and some, possibly fictitious, editor, using, \commby, in order to see the proper page 
breaks in the document: 
\date<January 1986) 
\commby<G. J. Fix) 
Notice that ‘Received by’ in automatically produced by \date, and ‘Communicated by” is automatically 
produced by \commby, so these shouldn’t be typed. Similarly ‘Abstract-’ is automatically added, so 
shouldn’t be typed in \abatract. Note that the \thankr material will actually be printed at the end, before 
the REFERENCES. 
Ignore \keyworde and \eubjclaea, since they aren’t used by Applied Mathematics Letters. 
For the REFERENCES use Appendix B of Joy of Z&K 
Leave space for figures with \midepace or \topspace; the caption can abo be given, and will be printed 
under the space-see page 5-11 of the PC T)$ Manual, or page 189 of Joy of l)$. 
At present any tables will have to be prepared separately, and included as figures. In the future, there will 
probably be a special set of macros for dealing with tables. 
